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‘The Life of Lines’
Robbie Cornelissen

Robbie Cornelissen's (1954) 'The Life of Lines' gives a clear indication of his approach to drawing. As the title

suggests, he wants to connect drawing and life in some way in an exhibition. In some cases, he did this

literally, by inviting participants to contribute to large drawing projects. The past exhibition 'Studio Vertigo'

in the Centraal Museum is an example in optima forma.

The proces of drawing, the movement, the action, the time are all of great importance. According to Robbie 

Cornelissen, drawing a line with concentration and complete dedication links one's own body, the space, the 

activities and all exhibits, either consciously or unconsciously. For him drawing a line is completely zen, a moment 

of 'being' and a reflection on his own life. It is about movement from one point to another, a movement which is 

free, but yet has a purpose to cover a distance. In Cornelissen's view drawing is a universal language for all 

nationalities and all ages. In many of Robbie Cornelissen's drawings perspective – and therefore space – plays an 

imortant part. The drawings are a pleasant place to wander around, all the more because we are almost never 

'disturbed' by fellow human beings. We have the place all to ourselves, although there is always the confrontation 

with objects, there is more than one space and there are mysterious nooks and crannies. Cornelissen's large 

drawings in particular often become mysterious, deserted spaces, where at first you are a stranger for a while, 

where you can wander around and ask questions, but where there is no one to answer them. Essential loneliness.

Robbie Cornelissen's drawings are labyrinthine, they offer possibilities for interpretations, of various subjects, of 

various meanings, despite their precision. By juxtaposing various visual elements he creates a meaning anyway. No 

matter how it clashes in a drawing, the abstract line which is drawn versus a perspective view of space, the 

meaning is very difficult to determine. It is a paradox, because not without reason it is a newly evolved meaning.

No matter how precise Robbie Cornelissen's drawings seem to be, showing his skill is never what his work is about.

In the details we see an adventurer who is able to create an actual image with abstractions of lines and 

crosshatching. His drawings have the potential to express the power of the imagination with a mininum of 

resources or with complex new  worlds. The ensuing image contains something which was suspected and 

something he reached for. On paper, it got its contours, found its place and expressed itself.

Robbie Cornelissen's work is probably close to the pure moment of perception. The 'filled' paper, over which the 

lines have travelled, the lines which have become an image, that is what constitutes the drawing.
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Bets Hölscher
Although it is obvious visual artists receive more attention in the art world, because they exhibit in galeries

and museums, there is also a large group of people who do not necessarily seek public attention, but who are

obsessed with making drawings, paintings and sculptures.

They are often amateurs and usually they just want to make a pretty picture or drawing, often very figurative. They 

focus more on technique and less on personal content. There is also a group of people who are called 'outsiders' 

nowadays, partly named after what psychiatric patients have made in occupational therapies. At some stage people

discovered their image world was very special and of exceptional visual quality. This is actually a generalisation, 

because the moment things are named or even framed, there are always people who stand out, like Bets Hölscher 

(1937).  In the nineties she had her training at the New Academy Utrecht. However, she has mainly been working in 

solitude in her studio ever since. 

Her drawings are of an exceptional quality and varied in subject, size and technical execution. A quality which is 

hard to pinpoint, because her work lacks a specific content. Initially still rather figurative, sensitive and precisely 

drawn, her work has moved in the direction of abstraction in recent years. Obsessively, hundreds of lines are drawn

in a pattern which seems to evolve as she is working. They are not always balanced compositions, although the 

works do often show some kind of compositional balance. It is first and foremost the way in which delicate and 

sensitive lines seems to find their way onto the paper, which makes the drawings so special. 

Although the images vary greatly, they have a distinct signature. The restrictions of drawing lines, together with 

obsessions, are at the root of visual quality. Visual strength is not achieved by technical tours de force. At times, the

drawings seem elementary, what matters is rythm, perseverance. Frequently related drawings come about. You 

could call these a series or the completion of a process. Bets Hölscher develops images from unknown regions of 

the artistic imagination. That imagination is a source of countless possibilities. The artist 'knows' and feels where to

find the obsession for a subject and how to handle that obsession. As far as Bets Hölscher is concerned, this leads 

to an oeuvre showing a visual wealth which is unique, sensitive, concentrated, delicate and very personal.
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